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Abstract
Purpose – Internal gearings are commonly used in transmissions due to their advantages like high-power density. To ensure high efficiency, load-carrying
capacity and good noise behavior, a profound knowledge of the local gear mesh is essential. The tooth contact of internal gears relates to a convex and
concave surface that form a conformal contact. This is in contrast to external gears, where two convex surfaces form a contraformal contact. This paper
aims at a better understanding of conformal contacts under elastohydrodynamic lubrication (EHL) to improve the design of internal gearings.
Design/methodology/approach – An existing numerical EHL model is used for studying the characteristic properties of a hard conformal EHL line
contact. A hard contraformal EHL line contact is studied as reference. Non-Newtonian fluid behavior and thermal effects are considered. By taking
into account the local contact conformity and kinematics, the effects and relevance of the curvature of the lubricant gap and micro-slip are analyzed.
In a parameter study, scale effects of the contact radii on film thickness, temperature rise and friction are examined.
Findings – The curvature of the lubricant gap and effects of micro-slip are small in hard conformal EHL line contacts. For high micro-slip, it can be
neglected. Hence, the modeling of conformal contacts using an equivalent geometry of the contact problem is reasonable. The parameter study
shows beneficial tribological aspects of the conformal contact compared to the contraformal contact. Higher film thickness and lower fluid
coefficient of friction are observed for conformal contacts, which can be attributed to lower pressures for the case of the same external normal force,
or to a higher contact temperature rise for the case of equivalent contact pressure.
Originality/value – Despite its widespread existence, the local geometry and kinematics in hard conformal EHL line contacts like in internal
gearings have been rarely studied. The findings help for a better understanding of local contact characteristics and its relevance. The quantified scale
effects help to improve the efficiency and load-carrying capacity of machine elements with hard conformal EHL contacts, like internal gearings.
Peer review – The peer review history for this article is available at: https://publons.com/publon/10.1108/ILT-12-2022-0366/

Keywords Conformal contact, Hard EHL contact, EHL simulation, Line contact, Finite element method (FEM), Micro-slip, Internal gearing
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Nomenclature

bH =Hertzian half width in m;
cp = Specific heat capacity in J/(kg K);
D =Disk diameter in m;
E = Young’s modulus in N/m2;
F = Functional trajectory of surface/contact;
FN =Normal load in N;
FR = Friction force in N;
hc = Central film thickness inm;
hm =Minimum film thickness inm;
loc = Level of conformity;
p(x, z) = Pressure in (x,z direction) in N/m2;
pH =Hertzian Pressure in N/m2;
R1,2 = Radius of curvature of body 1,2 inm;
r1,2 = Local radius of curvature of body 1,2 inm;
rx = Local radius of curvature inm;
Rx = Equivalent radius of curvature inm;

sd =Micro-slip;
s =Macro-slip;
stot = Total slip;
t = Thickness inm;
T = Temperature rise in K;
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v1,2 = Surface velocity of solid body 1,2 in m/s;
v1d,2d = Surface velocity of deformed solid body 1,2 in m/s;
vg = Sliding velocity in m/s;
vt = Tangential velocity in m/s;
vR = Sum velocity in m/s;
VI = Viscosity index;
x =Gap length direction in m;
xs =Global (spatial) length coordinate in m;
X =Gap length direction (dimensionless);
Xs =Global (spatial) length coordinate (dimensionless);
z =Gap height direction in m;
zs =Global (spatial) height coordinate in m;
Z =Gap height direction (dimensionless); and
Zs =Global (spatial) height coordinate (dimensionless).

Greek symbols

a = Inclination angle in °;
d1,2 = Deformation of the equivalent resp. contact body 1,2

inm;
dm = Relative difference of coefficient of friction;
v = Kinematic viscosity in m2/s; Poisson’s ratio;
l = Thermal conductivity in W/(m K);
m = Coefficient of friction;
mc = Coefficient of friction of the curved contact;
r =Density in kg/m3;
t = Shear stress in N/m2; and
v = Rotational speed in rad/s.

Indices

1 = Lower solid body;
2 = Upper solid body;
max =Maximum; and
s = Spatial.

1. Introduction

A conformal contact refers generally to a paired convex and
concave surface and occurs in manymachine elements like pinned
joints, bearings, sealings and gearings. The contact pressures,
kinematics and degree of conformity can differ substantially.
A conformal contact is often characterized by low to medium

contact pressure and high contact area. Booker et al. (2010) give an
extensive overview about investigations on conformal
elastohydrodynamically lubricated (EHL) contacts. Most studies
are focused on journal bearings, which are characterized by a very
high degree of conformity with relatively low contact pressure in
the soft EHL regime (Johnson, 1970). For example, experimental
and numerical analyseswere performed byBergmann et al. (2018).
Fritzson (2018) gives an insight into the modeling of transient
conformal thermal EHL contacts concentrating on journal
bearings. Fang et al. (1999) developed and presented an EHL and
traction test-rig for internal line contacts. Napel (1994) addresses
aspects of the EHL of contraformal and conformal contacts but
does not elaborate differences between both contacts. Jia et al.
(2019) modeled wear in conformal contacts under mixed EHL
conditions for an exemplary pin-on-disk contact. Zhang et al.
(2020) investigated the influence of contact size, respectively, the
equivalent radius of curvature on high conformity contacts

between finite bushes and pins in chains. Geometrical conformity
can also occur locally, for example when a stiff and compliant
material is paired (Maier et al., 2017).
Contrary to lowly loaded lubricated conformal contacts like

in journal bearings, the highly loaded lubricated contacts occur
for example in rolling bearings between the outer raceway and
the rolling elements as well as in internal gearings between the
ring and planet gears. The highly loaded lubricated conformal
contact in rolling bearings is studied, for example by Schleich
(2013). Besides, Schoo (1985) investigated the contact
conditions in internal gearings and found lower load-
dependent gear power losses compared to external gearings.
Investigations on load-dependent gear power losses of internal
gearings were also performed byGevigney et al. (2013).
Only few studies exist that elaborate characteristics of the highly

loaded conformal contact compared to the contrafomal contact.
Fagan and McConnachie (2001) and Blanco-Lorenzo et al.
(2018) performed numerical studies on the dry conformal contact
problem. Johns-Rahnejat et al. (2020) investigated the influence of
a parabolic pressure distribution in dry conformal contacts
considering different conformity levels. The authors show very
good agreement between finite element approaches and Hertzian
theory, when the level of conformity is small. This is generally the
case for conformal gearings (Johns-Rahnejat et al., 2020).
Applying the widely used equivalent body modeling, where

the contact problem is reduced into an equivalent contact
between a cylinder and a plane (Habchi, 2018), a conformal
and contraformal contact only differ in its equivalent radius of
curvature. Piccigallo (1996) shows the influence of the
equivalent radius of curvature on the coefficient of friction for
the case of constant operating conditions. He emphasizes the
importance of considering thermal and non-Newtonian effects
in modeling EHL contacts. Liu et al. (2012) show the
importance of the influence of contact temperature when
comparing different contact sizes and different radii of
curvature, respectively. A decreasing coefficient of friction with
increasing radius of curvature is shown. Liu et al. (2021)
investigated the influence of the radius of curvature on the
coefficient of friction for a circular contact using a non-
Newtonian and thermal EHL model. They also show a lower
coefficient of friction for higher radii of curvature Rx especially
when considering thermal properties. Philippon et al. (2021)
discuss the complexity when comparing friction of different
geometry pairings. They confirm a decreasing coefficient of
friction with increasing equivalent radius of curvature as well as
higher contact temperatures.
Besides the different equivalent radii of curvature, there are

local contact characteristics. If a contact consists of two paired
rolling elements with different radii of curvature, the contact area
is curved (Czichos and Habig, 2015). Therefore, a conformal
contact has always a curved contact area. A contraformal contact
can also have a curved contact area but has not, if the two rolling
elements consist of the same radii. In the case of different radii of
curvature there occurs micro-slip in the contact, which is also
calledHeathcote slip (Heathcote, 1921).
This study considers the conformal EHL line contact as it

occurs in internal steel gearings characterized by high pressures
of over 1GPa (Schudy, 2010). Such contact conditions are
categorized in the hard EHL regime (Johnson, 1970). Figure 1
shows a comparison between an internal gearing with
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conformal contact and an external gearing with contraformal
contact. The characteristics of conformal hard EHL contacts in
internal gearings have been rarely addressed in literature,
particularly the local geometry and kinematics in the contact.
Its effects and its relevance are unclear. Therefore, the local
geometry and kinematics as well as scale effects in conformal
hard EHL line contacts are analyzed in detail and discussed in
comparison to contraformal hard EHL line contacts.
Preliminary results of this study were partly presented at a

technical session at the 5th Young Tribological Researcher
Symposium of theGermanTribology Society in 2022.

2. Methods

In this section, the underlying methods to study the
characteristics of conformal hard EHL contacts are described.
It is based on representing an internal gear contact by an
analogous disk contact. In the following, the object of
investigation, operating conditions, investigated parameters,
numerical EHLmodel andmaterial models are described.

2.1 Object of investigation
The object of investigation is a contact between two disks. The
contraformal reference setup refers to two disks with external
raceways as considered by Hofmann et al. (2021). The radii of
curvature of the two convex disks are identical with R1,2 =
40mm. The conformal setup refers to a disk with internal
raceway and a disk with external raceway, where R1 = �125mm

and R2 = 40mm. The geometrical and material properties of the
considered disks are shown in Figure 2. The considered bulk
material is case-hardened steel (16MnCr5). The material
properties are listed in Table 1. The surface contact velocities of
the disks are designated with v1 and v2. The slip s in the disk
contact is defined as:

s ¼ v1 � v2
v1

(1)

The sum velocity vR in the disk contact is defined as:

vR ¼ v1 1 v2 (2)

The disk contact problem is reduced to an equivalent contact
between a disk and plane. The equivalent radius of curvature Rx

reads:

Rx ¼ R1 � R2

R1 1R2
(3)

A disk with internal raceway is considered mathematically by a
negative algebraic sign.

2.2 Operating conditions
The disk contacts are considered as fully flooded EHL contact.
Ideal smooth surfaces are assumed. The mineral oil MIN100
(ISO VG 100) with v(40°C) = 95 mm2/s and v(100°C) =
10 mm2/s is considered. The density is r(15°C) = 885kg/m3

and the viscosity index isVI = 81.

Figure 2 Considered contraformal (a) and conformal disk (b) contact as main study setup

Figure 1 Contraformal (a) and conformal (b) gear mesh of an internal and external gearing
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A representative gear contact operating condition is defined as
reference with a Hertzian pressure of pH = 1,200N/mm2 (normal
force of FN = 3,921N for the contraformal disk contact), sum
velocity of vR = 8m/s, slip of s = 20% and oil inlet and disk bulk
temperature of # = 90°C. The oil kinematic viscosity v(90°C) is
13 mm2/s and the density r(90°C) is 844kg/m3. Regarding load,
it is differentiated between equivalent nominal normal force and
equivalent Hertzian pressure when comparing the conformal and
contraformal disk contact. If not specified, the comparison is
based on equivalent Hertzian pressure in the following. For the
investigation of local geometry and kinematics, the contact
conditions are varied. In particular, for the influence of the
curvature in section 3.1, the investigations of the speed and
pressure range are extended to vR = 4. . .16m/s and pH =
400. . .1,200N/mm2. Moreover, for the investigation of micro-
slip in section 3.2, low slip values from s= 0. . .2% are considered.
The influence of the equivalent radius of curvature Rx =
10. . .60mm is studied in section 3.3 for equivalent nominal
normal force and equivalent Hertzian pressure for the reference
operating condition.

2.3 Numerical modeling
The numerical EHL model used is based on Lohner et al. (2016)
and Ziegltrum et al. (2017, 2018). A two-dimensional model
considering an infinite contact length is applied. The EHL model
with all relevant physics is implemented in a commercial
multiphysics software and solved based on the finite element
method in a full system approach according toHabchi (2018). For
modeling the lubricant properties, the formulated models and the
corresponding oil data and parameters are adopted from
Farrenkopf et al. (2022). For description of the temperature
dependency of the viscosity, a model according to Vogel (1921),
Fulcher (1925) and Tammann and Hesse (1926) is used. To
describe the pressure dependency of the viscosity, a model
according to Roelands (1966) is referred. Considering non-
Newtonian fluid behavior, the Eyring model (Eyring, 1936) is
used. The lubricant density is determined by the Bode (1989)
model. Thermal behavior is considered with models according to
Larsson andAndersson (2000).
As finite element modeling and Hertzian theory show good

accordance for small conformity as in conformal gearings
(Johns-Rahnejat et al., 2020), the considered disk contacts are
transferred to equivalent contact problems. In doing so, the
information about the original disk geometries is lost.
Therefore, a conformal and contraformal contact can result in

the same equivalent contact model. Although the conformal
EHL contact area can be curved, the main fluid flow direction
is assumed to be one-dimensional (Bartel, 2010). This is
possible due to the small relation of lubricant gap height to
contact length. This approximation is also widely used for high
conformity contacts in journal bearings (Bobach, 2018; Lang
and Steinhilper, 1978). The equivalent model is non-
dimensionalized to obtain a geometry-independent mesh for
simplification of numerical solving (Habchi, 2018). For
depiction of local contact geometry from numerical results, the
non-dimensionalized contact is dimensionalized again after
solving. Then, the equivalent plane-disk model is reshaped into
the real two disk geometries.
The coefficient of friction is determined by calculating the

integral of the shear stress along the contact in themiddle of the
lubricant film, in the following designated as centerline Z = 0.5;
(Habchi, 2018):

m ¼ fres;x
fN

¼

ðxex
xin

tjZ¼0:5 xð Þ dx
fN

(4)

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the local characteristics of the conformal hard
EHL disk contact as the local contact geometry and the micro-
slip are analyzed. In addition, the influence of the equivalent
radius of curvature on the film thickness and coefficient of
friction is evaluated.

3.1 Local contact conformity
For contacting rolling elements with different radii of curvature,
the centerline of the contact area is curved (Czichos and Habig,
2015). Therefore, a hard conformal EHL contact is always
curved. Figure 3 shows the calculated lubricant gap profiles for
the considered conformal and contraformal disk contact for FN =
3921N, vR = 8m/s, s = 20% and # = 90°C. For visualization
purposes, it is shown non-dimensionalized in Figure 3 (a) and (b)
as well as dimensionalized in Figure 3 (c) and (d). As the
contraformal EHL contact in Figure 3 (c) results from two disks
with equivalent radius (R1 = R2), the centerline of the lubricant
gap is straight. Contrary, for the conformal EHL contact in
Figure 3 (d), the centerline is curved. Note that the dimensions
in the gap height direction are much smaller than in gap length
direction.
The local conformity of an EHL contact can be quantified.

It is mathematically described by the local radius of curvature
rx. In general, a local radius of a functional curve f is
described by:

rx xsð Þ ¼ j 11 @f xsð Þ
@xs

� �2� �3
2

@2f xsð Þ
@x2s

� � j ; (5)

where the curves for the surfaces are obtained by:

f xsð Þ ¼ x2s
2 � R1;2

6 d1;2: (6)

Based on Figure 3, the local radius of curvature rx of the
deformed surfaces of the contraformal and conformal EHL

Table 1 Disk material properties

Contraformal Conformal

R1 40 �125 mm
R2 40 40 mm
Rx 20 59 Mm
E1,2 210 210 GPa
v1,2 0.3 0.3
q1,2 7,760 7,760 kg/m3

k1,2 44 44
W

m � K
cp1,2 431 431

J
m � K

Source: Created by author
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contact is shown in Figure 4 (a) and (b). In the inlet and outlet
zone of the EHL contact, rx increases for the convex surface and
decreases for the concave surface. In the contact zone, both
surfaces show nearly identical values of rx, forming a parallel
but curved lubricant gap. Outside the deformed contact zone,
rx corresponds to themacroscopic radius of curvature.
The radius of curvature rx of the centerline can be

approximated by equation (7) according to Heathcote (1921).
Results show accordance with the findings in Figure 4:

rx ¼ 2 � 1
R1

� 1
R2

� ��1

: (7)

Besides the local contact radius of curvature, the inclination
angle a can be evaluated. It is defined as the angle between
the centerline of the EHL contact and a horizontal line

representing the global contact length direction. The
inclination anglea can be calculated as:

a ¼ tan�1 @ fð Þ
@xs

� �
: (8)

The maximum inclination of conformal contacts lies in the
begin and the end of contact. The higher the conformity, the
larger the contact area and therefore the inclination anglea.
As a consequence of contact inclination, the pressure

distribution in conformal contacts is also “curved.” Figure 5
shows the pressure distribution for the considered contraformal
and conformal EHL contact. While the pressure distribution of
the contraformal contact only contains pressure components in
the global height direction zs, the conformal contact has
additional pressure components in the global xs direction.

Figure 4 Local radius of curvature of the contraformal (a) and conformal (b) disk contact along gap length direction for FN = 3,921N, vR = 8m/s,
s = 20% and # = 90°C

(a) (b)

Source: Created by author

Figure 3 Lubricant gap curvature of the conformal (a) and contraformal (b) disk contact in nondimensional (a),(b) and dimensional form (c),(d) for FN =
3,921N, vR = 8m/s, s = 20% and # = 90°C

deformed

undeformed
centerlinedeformed

undeformed centerline

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Source: Created by author
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The pressure components in the global xs direction can be
calculated as:

pxs ¼ �p � sin að Þ: (9)

In analogy, the shear stress component in global xs direction
can be evaluated by:

txs ¼ t � cos að Þ: (10)

In a static dry contact, the pressure distribution is
symmetric along the gap length direction. The pressure
distribution in an EHL contact is generally not symmetric
due to the inlet zone and constriction in the outlet zone (see
Figure 5). When integrating the pressure distribution of a
conformal EHL contact, a force perpendicular to the
normal force acts resulting in a friction force. Based on
equation (4), the coefficient of friction of a conformal EHL
contact lc results from the shear stress and pressure in
global xs direction:

mc ¼

ðxex
xin

txs jZ¼0:5 xð Þ dxs
fN

1

ðxex
xin

pxs xð Þ dxs
fN

: (11)

To evaluate the deviation between the individual evaluation
methods of the coefficient of friction given in equation (4) and (11),
the relative difference of coefficient of friction dm is calculated by:

dm ¼ mc � m

m
: (12)

Figure 6 shows the relative difference dm between the
coefficient of friction evaluated as in equation (4) and the
coefficient of friction evaluated as in equation (11) for
various boundary conditions. For low friction, the pressure
term in equation (11) dominates leading to high values of
dm. This is mainly due to the asymmetric pressure
distribution. Figure 6 shows especially for low Hertzian
pressures, high sum velocities and low slip values higher
values of dm of up to 7%. However, for high pressures the
deviation dm is less than 1%. It should be noted that the
evaluation of the coefficient of friction in the contact
centerline is not necessarily sufficient for a holistic
consideration of friction, because the resulting force of a
contact body emerges of the overall integrated pressure and
shear stresses at the body surfaces.

3.2 Local contact kinematics
A conformal contact induces additional micro-slip inside the
contact, because of different radii of curvature (Czichos and
Habig, 2015). Figure 7 shows schematically the kinematics of
the considered contraformal and conformal disk contact. The
surface velocity around the center of rotation is superimposed
by the deformation in the contact resulting in a deviation from
the undeformed surface velocity. The concave disk is impinged
by an additional incremental velocity Dv, whereas the surface
velocity of the convex disk is reduced in the deformed state.
The surface velocities v1d and v2d in the contact considering

the deformation of the surfaces can be approximated by:

v1d;2d ¼ jv1;2j � jR1;2j � jR1;2j
R1;2

� jd1;2j
 !

: (13)

For the considered disk contacts, the total slip stot is then
composed of the macro-slip s as well as the micro-slip sd and
can be written as:

stot ¼
v1 1� jd1j

R1

� �
� v2 1� jd2 j

R2

� �
v1

¼ v1 � v2ð Þ
v1|fflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflffl}

macro – slip s

1
�v1

jd1 j
R1

1 v2
jd2 j
R2

v1|fflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl{zfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflfflffl}
macro – slip sd

: (14)

Figure 5 Pressure distribution of the contraformal (a) and conformal (b) disk contact along gap length direction for pH = 1,200N/mm2 and s = 20%,
vR = 8m/s, # = 90°C

Figure 6 Relative difference of the coefficient of friction due to the
curvature of the conformal EHL contact for various operating conditions
with # = 90°C

Source: Created by author
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For evaluating the relevance of the micro-slip in the considered
contraformal and conformal EHL contacts, the following
relation is used:

sd
s
¼ � jd1j

R1
v1 1

jd2j
R2

v2
v1 � v2

: (15)

Figure 8 shows the evaluated micro-slip ratio for the reference-
operating condition (section 2.2) in the contact along the gap
length direction. For both disk contacts, the additional micro-
slip is a function of the gap length coordinate, which is due the
coupling with the surface deformation. Although the
considered contraformal hard EHL contact consists of two
disks with equivalent radius of curvature (R1 = R2), the micro-
slip is not zero. This can be understood by equation (14). The
micro-slip in the contraformal contact only vanishes for the
case of pure rolling (v1 = v2). Moreover, the micro-slip is
negative. Hence, the total slip in the contact is smaller than the
nominal imposed macro-slip. Contrary, for the conformal
contact the value of the macro-slip is higher compared to the
contraformal contact and further positive. Therefore, the
micro-slip in the conformal contact adds to the macro-slip,
resulting in higher total slip inside the contact. However, the
additional micro-slip is small compared to the macro-slip (sd/s
< 0.5%).

For an extended evaluation of the influence of the micro-slip, a
greater range of slip values is considered. Also, different levels
of conformity and equivalent radii of curvature are studied. For
this purpose, a deformation of d1,2 = 30mm is assumed in
equation (15), which corresponds to the maximum
deformation for conformal contact at the reference operating
condition (section 2.2) with a load of pH = 1,200N/mm2. The
level of conformity loc is defined as:

loc ¼ R1 � R2

R1 1R2
: (16)

In general, loc increases for increasing conformity between two
rolling elements. In case of R1 = R2 as strict contraformal
contact, loc is zero. For R1 =1 corresponding to a contact of a
disk and plane, loc is 1. The conformal contact given in Figure 2
corresponds to loc = 1.94. Conformal contacts show values of
loc> 1. For journal bearings, loc tends toward infinity.
Figure 9 shows the influence of the micro-slip related to the

macro-slip for the conformal contact (brown line).
Furthermore, the influence of varying loc (a) and Rx (b) on the
relative micro-slip is shown. It can be seen that the influence of
the micro-slip becomes strong for very low slip values, high loc
(a) and low radii of curvature Rx (b). In detail, this occurs at
high ratios between the deformation (d) and the macroscopic
radius of curvature “R”, which occurs for high pressures and
rolling elements with small dimensions.
As the micro-slip has only noticeable influence for small slip

values, the investigation of the influence of themicro-slip on the
coefficient of friction is focused on low slip values at the
reference operating condition. Figure 10 shows the calculated
friction curves for the conformal disk contact with (sd 1 s) and
without (s) considering micro-slip. Especially for very small
macro-slip, a larger influence of the micro-slip is recognizable.
With increasing macro-slip, the influence of micro-slip
diminishes rapidly.

3.3 Scale effect
The results in sections 3.1 and 3.2 show that local
contact effects like contact curvature and micro-slip have
an influence on the coefficient of friction of the conformal
contact. However, for hard EHL contacts with noticeable
slip values, these influences become neglectable. Therefore, the
contraformal and conformal hard EHL contact mainly differ in
the equivalent radius of curvature. Considering this scale effect,

Figure 7 Schematic kinematics of the contraformal (a) and conformal (b) disk contact along gap length direction with the formation of the micro-slip

Figure 8 Micro-slip in the conformal and contraformal contact at
the given reference condition (FN = 3921N, vR = 8m/s, s = 20% and
# = 90°C)

Source: Created by author
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the influence of the equivalent radius of curvature is
investigated for the considered conformal and contraformal
disk contact (Figure 2) both for the same normal force FN and
the same nominal Hertzian pressure pH. Figure 11 shows the
calculated film thickness and contact temperature distribution
as well as the derived fluid coefficient of friction m for the
equivalent radius of curvature Rx = 20mm corresponding to
the contraformal disk contact and Rx = 59mm corresponding
to the conformal disk contact. The conformal disk contact
shows for both, same normal force and same Hertzian pressure
higher central (hc) and minimum film thickness (hm) compared
to the contraformal disk contact. This is due to the higher
conformity with greater contact inlet radius. The fluid
coefficient of friction m is lower for the conformal contact. For
equivalent FN, the contact pressure is lower due to the greater
flattened area resulting in lower shear stress and m. For
equivalent pH, the higher temperature rise, lower contact
viscosity and shear stress results in lowerm.
Since the radius of curvatureRx strongly varies along the path

of contact of internal gearings, the influence of varying
equivalent radius of curvature Rx is studied. Figure 12 shows a
variation of the radius of curvature Rx for equivalent FN and
equivalent pH considering the influence on film thickness,
contact temperature distribution and fluid coefficient of
friction.
In case of equivalent pH in Figure 12 (b), the film thickness h

increases degressively with increasing equivalent radius of
curvature Rx. Although the temperature gradient along the gap

length direction is lower for highRx, themaximum temperature
rise DT increases with increasing Rx. This decreases the
effective contact viscosity and, hence, the lubricant shear stress.
Consequently, the coefficient of friction m is lower for high Rx,
but the dependency ofm onRx gets less for higherRx.
In case of equivalent FN in Figure 12 (c), the contact pressure

reduces with increasingRx. The film thickness and the flattened
area also increase with higher Rx. The temperature gradient
along the gap length direction is higher for smaller Rx and
reaches higher maxima. However, the resulting coefficient of
friction decreases for increasing Rx, which is due to the lower
pressure and consequently lower effective contact viscosity and
shear stress.

4. Conclusion

In this study, a conformal hard EHL line contact as it occurs in
internal steel gearings was studied using a numerical EHL
model. The effects and relevance of contact geometry and local
kinematics as well of scaling were investigated and classified to
a contraformal hard EHL line contact for same normal force
and same contact pressure. The conclusions can be
summarized as follows:
� Conformal hard EHL contacts show a curved centerline

due to the different radii of curvature of the rolling
elements. This local contact conformity is small and can
be estimated analytically.

� The local contact geometry introduces a friction force due
to the asymmetrical contact pressure distribution. With
increasing contact pressure, the influence on the overall
coefficient of friction vanishes.

� Conformal hard EHL contacts showmicro-slip depending
on the deformation, distance of contact point and center
of rotation. Also, a contraformal contact shows micro-slip
if a macro-slip is imposed. While for the conformal
contact the micro-slip is additional to the macro-slip, it is
subtractive for the contraformal contact.

� The relevance of local contact conformity and micro-slip
in conformal hard EHL contacts is small. Nevertheless,
for internal gear contacts the effect of micro-slip has to be
considered at the area of the pitch point, whereas the
influence of the curvature increases for pressures relatively
lower than the reference condition at 1.2 GPa.

Figure 9 Influence of loc (a) and Rx (b) on the relative micro-slip sd

Figure 10 Influence of considering micro-slip on the coefficient of
friction for the conformal contact

Source: Created by author
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Figure 12 Influence of the equivalent radius of curvature Rx on the film thickness (a) and (b), maximum contact temperature (c) and (d) and fluid
coefficient of friction (e) and (f) on the conformal disk contact for equivalent pH = 1,200N/mm2 (a), (c) and (e), and equivalent FN = 3,921N (b), (d) and
(f) for vR = 8m/s, s = 20% and # = 90°C

Figure 11 Film thickness and temperature distribution for the considered conformal (a) and contraformal (b),(c) disk contact for vR = 8m/s, s = 20%
and # = 90°C considering same FN = 3,921N and pH = 1,200N/mm2
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� Considering scale effects, the coefficient of friction
decreases with increasing equivalent radius of curvature.
For equivalent contact pressure, this is due to contact
temperature rise. In case of equivalent normal force, it is
due to the lower contact pressure.

As shown for hard conformal EHL contacts, the contact
geometry and local kinematics can influence the contact
conditions. It can be more strongly pronounced for softer EHL
contacts e.g. with thermoplastics, on which further studies can
be focused on.
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